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Abstract 
Bedrossian, P., G. Chen and R.H. &help, A generalization of Fan’s condition of Hamiltonicity, 
pancyclicity, and Hamiltonian connectedness, Discrete Mathematics 115 (1993) 39-50. 
A weakened version of Fan’s condition for Hamiltonicity is shown to be sufficient for a 2-connected 
graph to be pancyclic (with a few exceptions). Also, a similar condition is shown to be sufficient for 
a 3-connected graph to be Hamiltonian-connected. These results generalize the earlier work of 
Benhocine and Wodja (1987). 
1. Introduction 
In 1984, Fan [4] proved that if each pair of vertices x and y at distance 2 in 
a 2-connected graph G of order n satisfies max{d(x),d(y)) > k/2, 3 d kQn, then 
G contains a cycle of length > k. In particular, this condition for k= n and G 
2-connected generalizes the well-known condition of Ore [S] for Hamiltonicity: 
d(x) + d(y) > n for each pair of nonadjacent vertices in G implies that G is Hamiltonian. 
The Fan condition has been shown by Benhocine and Wojda [l] to imply that G is 
pancyclic (with a few exceptions). 
In this paper it will be shown that the Fan condition can be weakened and the 
graph G will still be pancyclic (with a few exceptions). In order to describe this 
weakened condition, some terminology and a property are needed. Throughout the 
paper, the graphs K 1, 3 and K 1, 3 + e, e an edge, are called a claw and a modijed claw. 
Here, of course, K1, 3 + e can also be described as the graph obtained by joining 
a pendant edge to some vertex of a triangle. 
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Let G be a graph of order n and let k be an integer, 0 < k d n. The graph G is said to 
satisfy property PC(k) if max{d(x), d(y)} 3 k/2 for each pair of nonadjacent vertices 
x and y, which are vertices of an induced claw of G or induced modified claw of G. It 
will be shown that Fan’s condition can be replaced by property PC(n) with the same 
consequences. 
Before stating the results of the paper precisely, a comment is appropriate. It will be 
shown that a 2-connected graph which contains no induced claws and no induced 
modified claws is either a cycle or pancyclic. It is easy to construct 2-connected graphs 
that contain induced claws (induced modified claws), but no induced modified claws 
(induced claws) and fail to be Hamiltonian. Thus, it is reasonable to apply the degree 
condition given by Fan to only those pairs of vertices at distance 2 which appear on 
either an induced claw or an induced modified claw. This is precisely the requirement 
of PC(n). 
2. Results 
The principal results of the paper are the following theorems. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n 2 3 and let 3 < k < n. If G satisfies 
PC(k) then G contains a cycle of length > k. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n> 3. If G contains no claw or 
modijed claw as an induced subgraph then G is either a cycle or pancyclic. 
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n 2 3 which satisjies PC(n). Then 
G is either (1) a cycle, (2) pancyclic, (3) the graph Fbr (see Fig. l), (4) the graph 
K n/2, n/2 9 or (5) the graph K,,,, ni2 -e. 
Theorem 2.4. Let G be a 3-connected graph of order n 24 which satisfies PC(n + 1). 
Then G is Hamiltonian-connected. 
Fig. 1. 
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3. Referenced results 
In order to prove the theorems listed above, several known results are needed. They 
are listed next. 
Theorem 3.1 (Bondy [2]). Let G be a 2-connected graph and let P=xI ,x2, . . . ,x, 
be a path of maximum length in G. Zf d(xl)+d(x,)ak, then G contains a cycle of 
length 3 k. 
Theorem 3.2 (Bondy-Chvatal [3]). Let G be a graph of order n such that x, YE(G), 
xy#E(G) and d(x) + d(y) > n + 1. Then G is Hamiltonian-connected if and only if G + uv 
is Hamiltonian-connected. 
Theorem 3.3 (Hakimi-Schmeichel [6] ). Let G be a graph with n vertices x1, x2, . . . , x, 
and with Hamiltonian cycle C=x1,x2, . . . ,x,,xl. Assume d(xI)+d(x,)>n, 
with d(x,)<d(x,). Then G is either (i) pancyclic, (ii) bipartite, or (iii) missing only 
an n - 1 cycle. Moreover, if (iii) holds, then d(x, _ 2), d(x,_ 1), d(x,), d(xg ) < n/2, 
and G has one of the two possible adjacency structures near x1 and x,. In the jirst 
structure, the vertices x~_2,x~-1,x~,x~,xz,x~ are independent except for the edges 
of C, and x~x~-~,x~x~_~,x~x~,x~~~~E(G) (see Fig. 2). The second structure 
(which can occur only when d(xI)<d(x,)) is identical to the jirst except that 
x,x~EE(G) and x1x5$E(G). 
Before giving the last of the referenced results a family of graphs 9” must be 
described. Let n > 7 be an odd integer. Let 9” be the family of graphs such that GM,, if 
Fig. 2. 
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and only if G has n vertices which are 
{aI,az,b}, with: 
(i) )AilJBi/=(n-3)/2, i=1,2, 
(ii) IAi1~2, i=l,2, 
G. Chen. R.H. Schelp 
the disjoint union of sets AI, A2,B1, Bz and 
(iii) the graphs induced by AiUBi and AiU{Uj} are complete subgraphs of G, i= 1,2 
andj=l,2, 
(iv) vertices al and a2 are allowed to be adjacent or nonadjacent, 
(v) IA,uA,I>(n-3)/2-h, where 
,_,_ 1 when a, u,EE(G), 
0 when u,a,$E(G), 
(vi) d(b)=2 with b adjacent o both al and u2. 
A graph GE??, is schematically shown in Fig. 3. 
Lemma 3.4 (Benhocine and Wojda Cl]). If G is a graph of order n 24 and has a cycle 
C of length n- 1, with XE V(G)- V(C), such that d(x)>n/2, then G is puncyclic. 
The next lemma and theorem are proved by Benhocine and Wojda Cl] using 
‘Fan-type’ conditions. These results also hold when the Fan-type conditions are 
replaced by condition PC. Since the proofs are essentially the same under the new PC 
conditions, no proofs will be included. 
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a 2-connected, non-Humiltoniun graph with n 24 vertices sutisfy- 
ing PC(n- 1) such that every cycle C of length n- 1, with XE V(G)- V(C), sutisjes 
d(x) d (n - 2)/2. Then either G&,, or G g H (the graph H of order 9 is shown in Fig. 4). 
GE sin 
Fig. 3. 
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Theorem 3.6. Let G be a 2-connected graph with n Z 3 vertices and independence number 
a(G)dn/2 such that G satisfies PC(n- 1). Then G is either (i) HamiItonian, (ii) GE%,,, 
or (iii) G z H (see Fig. 4 for the graph H). 
4. Proofs 
Before presenting the proofs of the theorems, it should be noted that the weakened 
condition PC is a new condition in the sense that there are Hamiltonian graphs which 
satisfy PC(n) but fail to satisfy Fan’s condition. To construct such a graph, take a pair 
of distinct vertices in a K1, n - 3 > lar (n + 1)/2 1, and identify the end vertices of 
a path P,,+* -I with this pair of vertices of K, (see Fig. 5). The resulting graph is of 
order n, satisfies PC(n), is pancyclic, but fails to satisfy Fan’s condition. (Fan’s 
condition fails for any pair of vertices of distance 2 on the path.) Other examples can 
be constructed as well. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose that G contains no cycle of length > k. It will be 
shown that this leads to the existence of a longest path P =x 1, x2, . . . , x, in G such that 
d&x,), d (x,) > k/2, a contradiction to Theorem 3.1. 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
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If P=xr,xz, . ..) x, is a longest path, then let l,=max{iIxix,~E(G)) and let 
b,=max{i( 1 <i<Z,and xiXl#E(G)). This says that, when viewing the path from x1 to 
X XI, is the last neighbor of x1 on P and xi,, is the last nonneighbor of x1 on 
Pmpreceding xIp . 
First observe that under the above supposition l,<tn; otherwise, either G contains 
a cycle C, or, from the 2-connectivity, G contains a longer path. Next observe that 
there exists a longest path P with b,> 2. If this is not the case and b,= 1, let Q be a path 
from xi to xj, i<Z,- l,j> Ir,+ 1, such that V(P)n V(Q)= (xi,xj}. Then form the path 
pl=xj_i,xj_2 )+..) xi+1,xr,xz )...) xi-r,Q,xj+l,xj+Z )+..) x,2 which is a longest 
path with 1,. >:j > 1,, a contradiction when P is chosen to have the largest 1, value. 
With the above observations it will next be shown that there exists a longest path 
with at least one end vertex of degree 2 k/2. To do this, assume that P is a longest path 
with b, of largest possible value. Further, suppose d(x,)< k/2. Surely, since b&2, 
d(xb,)< k/2; otherwise, the path xbp, x&,_ 1,. . . ,~~,x&,+~,x&,+~, . . . ,x, is a longest 
path with d(x&,) > k/2. Thus, applying PC(k) to the subgraph (x 1, b,~Xb,+l~Xb,+2 x > 
gives (since XIXbp$E(G)) that x1x&p+2,x&px &,+2EE(G). This implies that both 
Xbp+19Xbp~ . . . 3X1~Xbp+2, ...,xrn and xbp-1,xbp-2~ ~..~xl~xbp+~~ xb,~xb,+2xb,+3~ . . . . 
x, are longest paths, so that d(x b,+l)<k/2 and d(xbpel)<k/2. Also, if x&,-l 
%,+lEE(G), then the path ~‘~~l~~2~~~~~~b~-1~~b~+1~~bp~~b~+2~b~+3~~~~~~~ is 
a longest path with b,. = b,+ 1, an impossibility. Hence, x&, _ 1 x&, + I @E(G). 
SinCe d(Xbp_ 1) < k/2, d(x&,+ 1) < k/2 and x,,,_ 1 x&,+ 1 $E(G), applying PC(k) t0 the 
subgraph (x&, _ 1, x&,, x&, + 1, x&, + 2 ) gives x&, _ l x&, + 2 d?(G). Also, for the same rea- 
sons, applying PC(k) to the subgraph (xb, - 1, xb, + 1, Xb, + 2, xb, + 3 > gives 
X&,-lXb,+3,Xb,+lxb,+3EE(G). Hence, the path ~‘=~b,-1,~bp-2,...,~l,~bp+2~Xbp~ 
~bp+l,~bp+3,~bp+4~~~~, x, is a longest path with bb> b,+ 1, a contradiction. This final 
contradiction shows that there exists a longest path with end vertex x, and with other 
end vertex of degree > k/2. 
In the above argument, each longest path considered has x, as one of the end 
vertices. Thus, since one of the end vertices of P has degree > k/2, it could have been 
initially assumed that P is a longest path with b, of largest possible value and 
d(x,)> k/2. The above argument hen shows that there exists a longest path P with 
both end vertices of degree > k/2. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. If G contains no vertices of degree more than 2, then G is a 
cycle and we are done. Let XE V(G) and d(x)> 3. Since G is claw-free, G has a 
triangle containing x. If C is a cycle and yc V(G)- V(C), with yxeE(G) for some x 
on C, then, since G is claw- and modified-claw-free, ither x- or x’ is joined to y by 
an edge. Hence, G contains a cycle of length V(C)+ 1. This implies that G 
is pancyclic. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. By Theorem 2.2, it may be assumed that G contains either an 
induced claw or induced modified claw. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, G is Hamiltonian and 
it may be assumed that G is not a cycle C,. 
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Since the result is easy to verify for n d 6, it will be assumed throughout the proof 
that n b 7. Since PC(n) holds and G contains either an induced claw or an induced 
modified claw, there must exist a vertex XE I’(G) such that d(x) B n/2. Set G’ = G-x. If 
G’ is Hamiltonian then the result follows from Lemma 3.4. Thus, it will be assumed 
that G’ is not Hamiltonian. 
For each yo V(G’), with d(y)>n/2, it follows that d,.(y)an/2- 1 =(I V(G’)I - 1)/2, 
so that G’ satisfies PC( 1 V(G’)I - 1). 
First assume that G’ is 2-connected. By Theorem 1.1, G’ contains a cycle of 
length > n - 2. Therefore, since G’ is not Hamiltonian, it has a cycle C of length n - 2. 
Let y be the vertex of G’ not on C, so that, by Lemma 3.4, &(y) <(n - 2)/2 (otherwise, 
G’ is Hamiltonian). 
If &c(y)=@-2)/2, then n is even. Setting C=z1,z2, . . ..z._~,z~, one can assume 
that y is adjacent to precisely z1 ,z3 , . . . , z,_~ in G’. It is easy to check that G is 
pancyclic if x is adjacent to two consecutive vertices of C; so, d(x)> n/2 implies 
xy&(G) and x is adjacent either to the set {zl ,z3, . . . ,z,_~} or to the set 
{ zz,z4, *.. 3 z,_~} of vertices of C. If the first case occurs, one can easily see that G is 
pancyclic, while if the second occurs, either G g Kn,2,nlZ, or GE Kn,Z,n,2 -e, or there is 
an odd (even) labelled vertex of C adjacent to an odd (even) labelled one. If there 
is such an edge, one can again check that G is pancyclic. 
Thus, it can be assumed, for each cycle C of G’ of length n - 2, that the vertex y not 
on the cycle has d,,(y) <(n - 2)/2. Since G’ is 2-connected, Lemma 3.5 applies, so that 
G’E%~_~ or G’zH. But when G’E%,,_~, each vertex of AluAz is on an induced 
modified claw which also contains vertex b. Hence, since PC(n) holds in G, each vertex 
of AluAz is of degree Bn/2. Thus, x must be adjacent to each vertex of A1uA2. 
Likewise, when G’z:H, x is adjacent to each vertex of degree 4 in H. In either case, 
when G’E%,, or when G’EH, this implies that G is pancyclic. This completes the proof 
when G’ is 2-connected. 
For the remainder of the proof, assume that G’ is not 2-connected so that there 
exists a cut-vertex y in G’. Furthermore, since G is Hamiltonian, G - {x, y} has exactly 
two components L1 and Lz. Since d(x) 3 n/2 > 3, it may be assumed that there exists 
an xl~V(L1) and x2,x3~V(L2) which are all adjacent to x such that xlx,xxz are 
edges of a Hamiltonian cycle of G. But neither x1x2 nor x1x3 are edges of G; so, by 
condition PC(n), either d(x,) L n/2 or d(x,) > n/2. Without loss of generality, one may 
assume that d(x,) > n/2. 
Thus, G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.3. For convenience, assume that G has 
Hamiltonian cycle C=x1,x2, . . . ,x,,xl, with d(xl), d(x,)>n/2. By Theorem 3.3, 
either G is pancyclic, or bipartite, or misses only the (n- 1)-cycle with the special 
structure described in the theorem. If G is bipartite then, since PC(n) holds and 
x,x&E(G), with d(x,),d(x,)ann/2, G must be the graph K,,z,n,Z or Kn,l,n,z-e. The 
only case that remains to be considered is when G misses only the (n - 1)-cycle and has 
the cycle structure described in Theorem 3.3 (depicted in Fig. 2). 
For the time being, assume that the second structure described occurs. Then one 
has the structure shown in Fig. 2, except that x,x,EE(G) and xlx5$E(G). Thus, 
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consider the subgraph (x,_ 1,x,, x1, x3). Clearly, x1 x3, x, _ I x1 $E(G). Since 
d(x3), d(x,_,)<n/2 and PC(n) holds, it follows that x,_ rx3~E(G). But then 
x1,x4,xs, . . . . x, _ 1, x3, x,, x1 is an (n - 1)-cycle of G, a contradiction. 
It remains to consider the case when G misses only the (n- 1)-cycle and has the 
first structure described in Theorem 3.3 (see Fig. 2). Consider the subgraph 
(xi, x2, x4, x5). Since G has no (n - 1)-cycle, x*q$E(G), which implies by PC(n) 
(since d(x2)<n/2) that both d(x,)>n/2 and d(x5)>n/2, or ~2x5 is an edge of G. If 
x2x5~E(G), then consider the subgraph (x1,x2,x3,x5). Since x1x3,x3x5$E(G) and 
d(x3) < n/2, this implies d(x5) 3 n/2. Next select a vertex w #x4, x2 which is adjacent o 
x5 but not adjacent o x2. (This is possible since d(x5) B n/2, d(x2) < n/2, ~2x3 GE(G) 
and x3x,$,%(G).) Hence, the subgraph (w,x2,xq,x5) has wx2,x2x4$E(G) and 
d(x,)<n/2; so, by PC(n), one has d(xq)>n/2. Thus, when the first structure of 
Theorem 3.3 occurs, both d(xq)> n/2 and d(x,)8n/2. 
This means that when the first structure of Theorem 3.3 occurs, the cycle C has the 
same structure from vertices xq and x5 as it does from x1 and x,. Therefore, the above 
argument gives, replacing vertices x1,x, by x4, x5, that d(xs), d(x,)> n/2 and 
d(x,), d(x7) < n/2. In fact, repeating the above process, one obtains, renaming the 
Cycle VertiCeS, that C=ul, U2, vi) u2,u3, u4, V3, V4, . . . , U2*_ 1, Uzr, Vzr_ 1, VZ~, Ul, where 
d(ui) 2 n/2 and d(Ui) < n/2 for all i and 1 V(G)1 = 4r. There are two possibilities: (1) when 
all adjacencies of each Ui (other than those on C) are some uj and (2) there exists an 
adjacency Ujv, which is not an edge of C. 
If (1) occurs, the graph F4r (see Fig. 1) is a subgraph of G. If G # F4_ some non-cycle 
edge qv, exists in G, from which G is pancyclic. Thus, if (1) occurs, G = F4r or G is 
pancyclic. 
If (2) occurs, assume without loss of generality, that j and 1 are odd, j>l, and 
consider the subgraph (Uj+l,uj,Vj_l,~I). Since Uj+lUj_l#E(G), d(vj-l)<n/2, 
d(v,)<n/2, and PC(n) holds, Vj- i v,EE(G). But then G contains the (n- 1)-cycle 
~~~~~+1~~I+2~~~+3~v~+2~Vf+3~~~~~vj-2~Vj-1~V)1~Uj~Uj+1~~~~~ v1 _ 2, vl _ 1, uI, a contradic- 
tion. This contradiction completes the proof of the theorem. q 
In order to prove Theorem 2.4, a lemma is needed. 
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a graph of order n which satisjes PC(n + 1). Also, let u, VE V(G) 
such that d(u) >(n + 1)/2, d(v) > (n + 1)/2 and uv#E(G). Then the graph G1 obtainedfrom 
G by adding edge uv also satisjies PC(n+ 1). 
Proof. Clearly, one need only consider the possibility when the addition of edge uv 
creates an induced claw or induced modified claw in G. The two possibilities are 
considered separately. 
Case 1: There exists an induced claw in G1 with vertex set {u, v,x1,x2}. 
It is clear that the only possibility is when the central vertex is either u or v. Assume 
that it is U. 
Suppose d(x, ) < (n + 1)/2 and d(xz) < (n + 1)/2. Thus, since PC(n + 1) holds in G, if 
w is a vertex such that wueE(G), w#xl,x 2, then wxl, wx2~E(G). But if N,, denotes 
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the vertices commonly adjacent to u and v, then lN,,I >(n + 1)-(n -2) = 3. Hence, 
let WEI’({xl,xz} such that wu,wv~E(G) so that (w,v,x,, x2) is an induced 
claw in G with central vertex w. This gives dc(xI)>(n+ 1)/2 or dG(x2)>(n+ 1)/2, a 
contradiction. 
Case 2: There exists an induced modi$ed claw in G1 with vertex set {u, v,xl,xz}. 
It is again easy to see that the only case to be considered is when u is the vertex of 
degree 3 and x1 is of degree 1. 
Suppose d(xI)<(n+ 1)/2 and d(xz)<(n+ 1)/2. Again, as in case 1, if w is a vertex 
such that WUEE(G), w#xl,xz, then wxl,wxz~E(G). Also, as above \N,,la3; so, let 
WEI’({x1,x2} such that wu,wv~E(G). But then the vertices {w,v,xl,x2} induce 
a modified claw in G with w of degree 3 and x1 of degree 1. Hence, dG(xI)3(n + 1)/2 or 
dG(xZ) 2 (n + 1)/2, a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. By Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.2, it can be assumed, when 
u, VE I’(G), with d(u)>,(n+ 1)/2, d(v)a(n+ 1)/2, that WEE(G). This is an important 
assumption in the proof given and will be used throughout. 
Let x,y~l’(G) and let P=x,x1,x2 ,... , x,,y be a maximal length path in G. It 
suffices to prove that P is a Hamiltonian path. Suppose this is not the case and let H be 
a component of G-P. Since G is 3-connected there exist distinct vertices u, v, w on 
P such that each is adjacent to some (possibly the same) vertex of H. Two cases are 
considered. 
Case 1: At least two of u, v, w are difierent from x and y, the end vertices of P (see 
Fig. 6). 
Let each of xi and yj be adjacent to a vertex of H, with i< j. Therefore, assume 
hI, h2E V(H), with hIxi, h2 xjEE(G). Clearly, from the maximality of the length of P, 
none of the set of vertices {xi_ 1, xi+ 1, xi_ 1, Xj+ 1} can be adjacent to a vertex of H. 
Two subcases in case 1 are considered. 
Case 1.1: Vertex xj+l satisfies d(xj+l)a(n+ 1)/2. 
Since pairs of vertices of degree >(n + 1)/2 are adjacent in G, each vertex of H has 
degree <(n + 1)/2. In particular, d(h,) <(n + 1)/2. Thus, consider the subgraph 
<h r,xi,xi-r,xi+r). Since h,xf_,$E(G) and h,xi+,$E(G), this subgraph is either an 
Fig. 6. 
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induced claw or an induced modified claw in G. But condition PC(n + 1) then implies 
that d(xi + i ) 2 (n + 1)/2, from which X, +ixj+ieE(G). Hence, if Q is a path from hi to 
h,inH,thepathx,xi,x, ,..., xi,Q,xj,xj_l,..., xi+l,xj+i,xj+z ,..., yisapathlonger 
than P, a contradiction. 
Case 1.2: Case 1.1 does not occur. (From symmetry, this means that the degree of 
each of xi-i,xi+r,xj-i,xj+r is <(n+1)/2.) 
Consider the subgraph (hi,xi_ 1, xi, xi+1 ). Since hixi- r,hrxi+ ,$E(G), this 
is an induced modified claw with Xi_ ix{+ ,EE(G) and d(hl)>(n+ 1)/2. Likewise, 
xj_iXj+1EE(G) and d(h,)>(n+1)/2. 
Next observe that, when i+2<j- 1, d(xi+z)<(n+ 1)/2; otherwise, xi+zhiEE(G) 
and x,x1, . . . ,Xi-1,Xi+l,Xi,hl,Xi+2, ... , y is a path longer than P. Thus, consider the 
subgraph (xi-i,xi,xi+r,-Xi+Z ).Since bothd(xi_i)<(n+1)/2andd(xi+2)<(n+1)/2, 
and PC(u+ 1) holds, either xi-1xi+2EE(G) or xixi+zeE(G). 
Each of these two possibilities are considered separately when i+ 3 <j- 1, indepen- 
dent of which is an edge of G; it follows from the discussion above that 
d(xi+3)<(n+ 1)/2. 
When xi _ 1 xi + 2 E E (G), consider the subgraph ( Xi _ 1, Xi + 1, Xi + 2, Xi + 3 ). Then, in the 
same fashion as before, Xi_lXi+3EE(G) or xi+lXi+sEE(G). When xixi+zEE(G) con- 
sider the subgraph (xi,xi+i,xi+2,Xi+3). Again as before, xixi+sEE(G) or 
xi+ixi+3EE(G). 
Thus, by continuing this type of argument, one obtains a set of adjacencies along 
the path P from xi_ 1 to xj- 1 as shown in Fig. 7. But then there exists a path L from 
xi_ 1 to xi whose vertex set is precisely those vertices of P from xi_ I to Xi- i . Letting 
Q again denote a path from hi to h2 in H gives the path x,x1, . . . , Xi_ 1, L, Q, 
Xj,xj+l,..=9 y which is longer than P, a contradiction. 
Case 2: Case 1 does not occur (see Fig. 8). 
Let xj be adjacent to a vertex of H. In particular, let hl, h2, h3E V(H) such that 
h,x, h2xj, h,yeE(G). As in Case 1, there are two subcases. 
Fig. I. 
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Fig. 8. 
Case 2.1: Vertex Xj+l satisjes d(Xj+ l)>(tl+ 1)/2. 
Since Xj+l is adjacent to no vertex of H, it follows that d(z)<(nf 1)/2 for all 
ZE V(H). Also, it follows that d(xl)<(n+ 1)/2; otherwise, x~x~+~EE(G) and G has 
a path from x to y longer than P. 
This subcase is completed by considering the possible adjacencies of x. First for 
I # l,j, the edge xx[$E(G); otherwise, the subgraph (x, xl, hl, x1 ) is either an induced 
claw or induced modified claw which fails to satisfy PC@+ 1). (Note that h,x,$E(G) 
and, since case 1 does not occur, h,x,$E(G).) Next, if XZEE(G) for some 
ZE V(G)- V(PuH), then consider the subgraph (x,hl,xlrz). Since h,x,$E(G) and 
PC@+ 1) holds, this induced subgraph is not a claw or modified claw. But then 
xlz,hlz~E(G) and there exists a path from x to y longer than P, a contradiction. 
Hence, xz#E(G) for each ZE V(G)- V(PuH). Also, xz#E(G) for ZE V(H)- {h,}, for, 
otherwise, the subgraph (x, h1 , z, x1 ) fails to satisfy PC(n + 1). 
Therefore, x~EE(G) or xXjEE(G). 
Let xxjeE(G). Since PC(n+ 1) holds, and d(h,),d(h,) and d(x,) are <(n+ 1)/2, it 
follows by considering the subgraphs (x, hl , x1, xj) and (xj, xj+ 1, Xj- 1, hz ) that 
X,XjeE(G) and xj_lxj+l EE(G). But then letting Q be a path in H from hl to h, gives 
thepathx,Q,Xj,x1,X2,...,Xj-1,Xj+l )... ,y which is longer than P, a contradiction. 
Let xycE(G). Since PC@+ 1) holds, the subgraph (x, y, hl, xl) gives xlyeE(G). 
Also, since the subgraph (Xj, xj+ 1, Xj- 1, h2) gives that d(xj_ l)>(n+ 1)/2, it follows 
by symmetry (considering vertex y in place of x) that x,xeE(G). But then d(x,), d(h,) 
and d(x,) are all <(a+ 1)/2, so that the subgraph (x, hl,x,,xl ) fails to satisfy 
PC(n + l), a contradiction. 
Case 2.2: Case 2.1 does not occur. (This means that d(xj_l)<(n+ 1)/2 and 
d(xj+ 1 )<(n + 1)P.l 
The subgraph (h,,xj, Xj- 1 ,xj+ 1) gives (since hzxj-1, hlxj+ ,$E(G)) that 
d(h,)k(n+l)/2 and xj-lxj+l EE(G). Then it follows that, when j-2> 1, 
hzXj-z$E(G) and d(xj_,)<(n+ 1)/2; otherwise, X,X 19...,xj-2, h x. x. 2, ~9 J-l,xj+l,...,Y 
is a path longer than P. 
The argument now follows that given in Case 2.2. In particular, by considering 
the subgraph (x. J+rrXj,Xj-l,xj-2), one obtains that either Xj+lXj_zEE(G) or 
xjxj_2EE(G). Ifj-3 > 1, one has d(xj-,)<(n+ 1)/2 and, continuing as done in Case 2.2, 
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one finds a set of adjacencies along the path P from Xj+ 1 to x1 as shown in Fig. 9. But 
then there exists a path L. from xj to Xj+ 1 whose vertex set is precisely those vertices of 
P from Xj+l t0 X1. Letting Q denote a path from h, to h2 in H gives the path 
X,Q,Lxj+z,..., y which is longer than P, a contradiction. 
This contradiction completes the proof of this case and the proof of 
Theorem 2.4. q 
5. Conclusion 
It can be shown similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2 that if G is 3-connected and 
contains neither an induced claw nor a modified claw, then G is panconnected. Thus, 
it is likely that a theorem analogous to that of Theorem 2.3 holds, that is, if G is 
3-connected of order IZ > 4 and satisfies PC(n + l), then G is panconnected or some 
member of a special set of graphs. At this point such a result has not been proved. 
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